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DKSCRIi'TiOK OF COU.1S10SI.ESS PLASMAS SY

CLASSICAL KlEIJl KlJl'AT 1 DNS

by

Cary S. Fr.ilvy

ABSTRACT

Classical field equations arc derived from quantun
fields to obtain a different and possibly slapler de-
scription of *t colllsionlQtis pl.'iiicvj. The ctethod is to
take the simultaneous linle, U, t, o * 0, of charged
scalar fields .mil the electrorjfinctlc field. Laplace
transforms for perturbations (n a uniform relativistlc
JI.IBIM .ire compared ulth corresponding results from the
Haxwel 1-Vlasov equations. For the nonlinear case, .i
distribution function defined on the classical fields it;
shown to satisfy the Vlasov equation.

I. DERIVATION

We are interested in finding a different de-

scription of a collisionlcss plasma, in parti-

cular, one with about the sarae physical content as

the standard description but which ciay, in sone

cases, have a simpler mathemt ical structure. It

is useful to examine a derivation of the standard

description the- Vlasov equation. An cn-scsable

average over classical ionized particles gives the

BBCKY hierarchy of equations. When second order

correlations art neglected, the first equation of

the hierarchy reduces to the Vlasov equation. It

is generally assumed that in the limit e, m -• 0,

both e/m and n tm remaining constant. where n>t e,

and m are the particle density, charge, and mass,

respectively, second order correlations disappear.

We may then write

cp
Hm (1)

where S represents the equations for classical

particles, S Che equations for a collisionless

plasma, and £ an ensemble average, iecause the

classicsil systcs: itself Is a Hatting case (li • 0)

of t\ quantum systen S ,

lim
etm -• 0

lio

- 0
(2)

Here we investigate the case where sone ol the

Units are exchanged. The initial lltit is

lio
e.n, h -» 0

(3)

where the ratios of e, n, and n rcauin constant.

Other derivations of plasaa phenooena frocs
2-4

quantum systeos have corresponded to the Unit

h -» 0. Because these liroitw are singular, their

excluinge nay not give the same results. The re-

sults must be investigated In esch case. We

neglect spin effects; S, is represented by charged

scalar fields (4 ) for. each charge species (q)

and the electromagnetic field (A). The equations

arc
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wave solutions Is

dt (4)

: , t) • a

\ *ul*z % v y - «q
2v 0 .

where ,1 • <:g''lc a n a w " n c/>'1 • T h c '-"'entz

g.iutx- 3 A ' • l> is usi-d. We use Gaussian units.

The fields are quantised by cocssutation rules such

- - i - 7)
(S)

c h

where 9 0 0 • 1 - - 9 U - " 9,2 - - <}„.

The flei-* differ iron their standard repre-

sentation (Jr) In that i • f> f .. The fields, i,

have the satsc dir.onnion.ility as the electromagnetic

field; the square of their derivatives gives an

energy density.

The field <.-<|«.:tio;ia are invariant under the

limit; the coatautators disappear. We may then

interpret tlie fields "classically" as conplex

nur.ber functions. The new systea la detcralnlstlc

although It has finite do Sroglle wavelengths. We

arc interested It the case where Che de Broglle

wavelengtit Is small coapared to any other scale

length. It may be considered an infinitesimal;

its precise value is not laportant if It Is smell

enough. It appears reasonable that these equations

correspond to a culldsionless pl^^ma. The colli-

sionless approrination smooths over particle

effects. Conversely, the quantization adds part-

icle-like or discrete effects to the field?.

In the absence of an clcctronagnetlc fiold,

the charge density due to positive energy plane

where a. .nil w, are (lie .lajilituilc .mi! (ruiurm y o!

the plane wave with wave nucOcr k. for .t uiilicrn

planisa the cocl f Iclcnti: for £ t 0 MIIOUI.! dls.ippr.ir.

This will be true over an cnscablr .iv«r.iK<- 1! iIn-

different Fourier coefficients (.). ) .»ri- ii:uorr«-

latcd. In an Individual plaus-i, (tie nucilx-r of

tcres in the sum over h • O (!/fi ). Ttu-n, i"t

uncorrelatcd a. , the density coefficient f«f • t
3/2

0 Is 0<h ) . In a second limit (I) - O. i.e.. i

and n tend to infinity), the density (.tvi-r.tKt'd over

any finite volune) beco&efi uniform in .in ituHvidual

for uncorrelatcd a. . In Kenrr.il. il tin-

changes over a »cale lenKth '>. thrre »!>oul<l

be correlations between wave nunt>cr» for

II. COK?ARISOH WITH THE MAXWELL-VLASOV EQUATIONS

A. Linear Perturbations

We will conpare ,'iolut ion-s tor the initi.il

value problca in a unifom relativistic pliineu

wiih na aero order elcctronajinclic field. Long-

itudinal and transverse waves are done separately

with the- coupling between then Ignored. Un-

charged particle fields arc separated into 2i-ro

order and first order parts. Calculations for

each charged particle specie*! are done separately.

(6)



where u. > 0. For longitudinal waves, A has a tlaw-

llkc part

(7)

-2 I 2

where

ana a space-like part

I. 2. 3 <B)
(t - 0) . *10 B^i- (t - 0)

wher< e. Is a unit vector parallel to k. Th«

Lorentz gauge flvtt

- I IsA^t) - £-«£ (t).

The tranafora of Eq. (9) for v » 0 is

For transverse waves there la only a space-like

part with each polarlxa'lon perpendicular to k.

The linearised equation* are

(9)

• 2 I a A" 0 . (10)

For longitudinal case the Laplace transform of Eq.

(10) gives

The substitution of Eq. (11) Into Eq. (12) couples

the Fourier tedea of A . The coupling between A.
0 *

d I f h • For a unlforn
t

0
and A. Is of the type a. a

J
since the differentplaiiu the coupling - 0(h

a, ore Incoherent. The coupling disappears in the

llalt n •<• 0, and we have

- S/D(k,a) (13)

where S, th» source tern, depends on Initial con-

ditions, and D(k,s) Is the Laplace tranafora "dis-

peralOB ralation."



O(k.s) - fe • A
where

0(k,s) . ^ j - + k2 + 8*a2 "^2 la-

(18)

where e. is the polarization vector.

where u is the velocity corresponding to J. With

.the substitution

where n. is the particle density, p is nomentua,

and f. is the oonentum distribution function,

lim O(k,s) - (̂ 5-
91-0

dy o ( p ) (16)

where ui is the plasma frequency.

The square brackets are identical to the

equivalent Vlasov equation dispersion relation

2 $• f 3 / 3 £ 0 < p ) \(k,s) - I - i»* • JL I d3P I „".».. 1
V p k2 J yaP(s+ik-u) / .

(1?)

This is shown by integration by parts. The same

procedure may be carried out for transverse waves.

We obtain

(19)

Ti.ansverse waves in a relativistic plasma have

buen investigated by Lerche and Felderhof,

ami. lg others. Apparently, however, there is n-

explicit expression for the Laplace transform.

Comparison can be made only for special cases. If

the denominator in the last Integral is not too

small, the last term is a relativistic correction,

and in the nonrelatlvlstic llnii we obtain the

standard expression

- k2 • (20)

The last term of Eq. (19), for small velocities

parallel to k, produces the Weibel instability'

B. Nonlinear Case

Here we attempt to find a functional of each

particle field which corresponds to a distribution

function, and which satisfies the Maxvell-Vlasov

equations in a self-consistent way. One diffi-

culty is that a continuous charge distribution

does not, In general, satisfy the Vlasov equation,

e.g.,

S/D(k,s) ,
f(p,x,t) - g(x,t) 6[p-p(x,t)] ,



where and

p(x,t) - p(x,O) « p/li + OA .

+ (E + v x B)] t + 0(t2) , (21)

and v Is the particle, velocity. The delta function

factor satisfies the Vlasov equation, but g, the

charge density, does not.

||- + 5 • [v(x,t) g) - 0 . (22)

const, |lt-x. | < r

- 0.

Wj(k-k,) - const. (7̂ -k,

A point particle distribution!

Mp.x.t) - 2-r 61x " x i ( t ) 1 *tp - Pt(t)) . (23)
i

does formally satisfy the Vlasov equation.

We look for solutions of the field equations

which correspond more closely to "particles" than

to a continuous fluid. Consider uncorrelated

wave packets with radius » 0(r ), where r, •* 0

in the limit ti -» 0. The wave number spread

Akj - 0 (1/r ), which gives a velocity dispersion

• Ak h - 0(ii/r.). To maintain a radius - 0(r.)
2

requires that I. * 0(r ). The charge of the wave

packet, e , is 0(r.-'), therefore self forces do

not expand the wave packet to a radius greater

than O(r-).

We define

where

Sx - /d
3* exp l-ikj.

and

• fd\ exptikj.̂ J

- 0, |k-k,|

z i 3 2 3

- 0

W and U have continuous first order derivatives.

We assume 4> has only positive energy solutions. A

more complicated definition is necessary if there

are also negative energy solutions. The distri-

bution function is ensemble averaged because the

number of wave packets in the support of W. x W,

goes to zero in a single system. In the region

where U. x W. is constant, the function acts as a

ccunter of wave packets because it reduces (by

Farseval's formula) to an integral over charge

density. Only the asymptotic overlap of these wave

packets in the boundary region of U x W_ contri-

bute to the derivatives of f. Derivatives of ()> of

0(1) of these wave packets may then be neglected.

Since the volume of the boundary region over the

total volume goes to zero, we may neglect deriva-

tives of $ of 0(1) in general. This is important

since derivatives of 0<l/li) reflect the dynamics

of charged particles, but derivatives of 0(1),

which are necessary for charge conservation, are

not directly connected with the particle dynamics.

We need local solutions for if. Let

exp . (25)



We assume that A changes slowly over distances of

O(r^). Wavelengths of this size come from

collisions becween wave packets, and the collision

strengch vanishes in the limit. He expand u in

an asymptotic series in orders of h,

e(E • 9 a]f

(29)

f •

j-0

where u = 0(h"* ) , (2fc)

For g^, the three derivative!) in Eq. (29) give

(inside Che Fourier integral of i), tespectlvely.

and

-jcr.0 - »jB<s>
n»o

Then u may be solved explicitly. When only those

terms necessary for the first order derivatives

of f(p,x,c) are kept, and u is expanded about

U,t) ,

• ovy{k) A U,-*)a]
W 1

(b) - iva(k,-k)a ,

and

(30)

(C)

( 2 7 )

where u>Q, v, and A are defirid at (x,C). (Double

Greek indexes indicate a sumnacion over all lndex«;

double f̂ itln indexes Indicate a summation over

space-like indexes.)

where

(s£ ••<>/>••
p a - n(ka-aAa)

2 4 2 a a\ 1 / 2

n c + c p p I

(28)

The unders-.ored terms are cancelled by the same

terms for g,. After cancellation we have

(31)

Application of the Vlasov operator to f gives

This cancels to the first approximation, but Che

remainder is greater Chan 0(1). From g we obtain

the negative of term (31). The action of

(-13 -aAn) on $ produces a coefficient which

c ° *
multiplies each Fourier component of • .



l(k0) L(

(32)

Terra (31) and its negative from g cancel the first

braces { \ of term (32). This leaves terns of

O(rjk3), o(nkjr3) « o(l). The (logarithmic) de-

rlvatl zee of term (32) Itself are of 0(1) and nay

be neglected. Then Eq. (29) is o(l) for n •• 0.
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